BUILDING-INTEGRATED SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

BUILDING-INTEGRATED
SOLAR TECHNOLOGY

100% GREEN
We take sand to create glass; we take minerals to develop concrete; oil to generate
energy—the list goes on. We are used to taking whatever we need, as if our natural
resources are limitless. And while we are so busy consuming, we are slow to acquire
the most valuable resource of all: knowledge.
Take a minute to observe the trees and plants around you and consider how
perfectly nature has designed them. Trees and plants transform something
beautiful, sunshine, into something useful: energy. How? Through a naturally
integrated solar energy creation system.

At Mitrex, we think of nature as our teacher. We apply its wisdom to
our solar energy product development.

Our vision is to simplify the integration of solar
technology into everything around us and offer the
construction industry the technology needed to apply
the principles of nature to their building.

Our mission is to be the catalyst that accelerates the
adoption of sustainable, energy-generating,
human-made structures.

Our goal is to be 100% Green and 100% Efficient.

SEAMLESS SOLAR TECHNOLOGY
For communities to implement it, new solar technology must balance
three conditions: it must look good, be cost-effective, and installed
swiftly.
One single solar product has never met all three requirements.

UNTIL NOW.

At Mitrex, we have developed Building Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV)
technology that meets all three challenging requirements.
Our solar solutions transform your walls and balcony railings into
solar panels, extending your building’s energy-generating potential
from the rooftops down to the vertical walls.
Our solar solutions have the appearance of traditional materials,
they cost the same, and they are fast to install.
The customizable solar cladding panels are lightweight and can
take on the look of any desired material.

BEAUTIFUL DESIGN

With our solar railings, made of laminated tempered glass that
sandwiches a thin solar cell, we have achieved unprecedented
levels of safety.

INVISIBLE
SOLAR CELL

Both our cladding and our railings look good while generating clean,
green power.
FAST INSTALLATION

In this way, we allow architects, façade planners, building owners,
and investors the opportunity to design-in and profit from solar
technology without compromising their vision.

COST EFFECTIVE

... And Many More

THE FUTURE OF CLADDING
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Bring Your Design !

THE FUTURE OF RAILINGS: SOLARAIL™
Our BIPV glass railing product, SolaRail™, is also fully customizable. Both the glass
colour and transparency level are decided by you. We also have several options available
for the colour and style of the metal frame. Just like our BIPV Cladding, SolaRail™ uses
the power of the sun to generate energy for the building.

Glass Colours

Metal Options

Transparency Levels
20%

50%

30%

60%

40%

KEY BENEFITS OF MITREX
BIPV CLADDING AND SOLARAIL™
Same cost as or cheaper than traditional materials while
lowering your future energy costs.
Seamless solar cell integration results in limitless design and colour
options, allowing the technology to blend in with any building’s design.
Contributes to LEED points and reduces building emissions since
single-function materials become multi-functional.

Excellent wind resistance, high safety standards, and bird friendly.

Year-round fabrication and installation capability supported by an
exceptional warranty.
Supports a Canadian carbon-neutral future and the global effort to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

OUR BIPV TECHNOLOGY
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FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY
At Mitrex, our BIPV Cladding and SolaRail™ are only the beginning. Our extensive
investment into R&D promises a plethora of integrated solar products in the near
future, including window walls, curtain walls, and more. But what we offer is more
than just the product: We offer a means to help you achieve challenging sustainability
goals such as the Toronto Green Standard and LEED Certification. We help you stay
within your budget and keep true to your vision.

All while helping you invest in 100% clean, 100% risk-free solar energy
generation.

CONTACT US
+1-416-497-7120
info@mitrex.com
41 Racine Rd., Toronto, ON M9W 2Z4
mitrex.com

